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l -:1 Tbesis Abstract: 

~~~~ The use of God given light in theatrical "'o. ~\architecture. 

Light is given to us everyday, playing a distinct role from 
sunrise to sundown. It helps shape emotional and physical 
responses. The play of natural light can alter one's 
perception of a space or simply set a mood. This 
architecture should use God given light as a tool for 
manipulating and defining the characters of a space. Since 
this light is offered to us by the creator it is fairly 
constant, and the direction predictable. The manipulation 
and perception of a space can therefore be altered. It can 
be altered through the play of light on form, planes , 
materials, scale, color and textures. Light should be used 
as an instrument to communicate the . ideas and meaning of a 
space . 

Because of the nature of the tragedy involved in a bullfight 
arena, a certain degree of theatrical atmosphere must be 
present. A relationship with the act to be performed and 
the perception of the space where this act will take place 
must be met. The play of natural light must be the driving 
force for setting the stage. The "plaza de toros" 
(bullfight arena) should become more than just a place for 
viewing a man confront beast, but a facility that works like 
a civic infrastructure! A place where concerts, political 
rallies , town meetings, and cultural events take place. In 
designing 10,000 seat plaza de toros (bullfight arena) , that 
functions as a multi-purpose arena in Monterrey, Mexico. I 
hope to express the light of God as the main enhancer of 
space, Therefore the expressions of drama through light can 
be incorporated in architecture. 
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"The key is light and light 
illuminates shapes and shapes 
have an emotional power ... " 

Le Corbusier 

(Christ p . l 03 ) 

THESIS RESEARCH 



The Role of Natural Light 

The play of natural light in architecture helps convey information about space . As it 
transmits into space it alters mood, feeling, and emotion, since this light changes its 
significance from season to season, the interior projection is a resemblance of the 
changing colors of the sky. Natural light should work not only as a display of the physical 
environment, but as a visual element in the environment. The play should be treated as 
the giver of form, texture, and volume. Light should be used as an instrument to 
communicate the ideas and meaning of a space. 

How Daylight EnTers 

the Building 

Schematic 
Design 

Daylight Inside 

the Building 

Figure 1-7. Steps in the ~hemat~c de.sign ph.as~ of the build
ing design process for usmg dayhght 10 a bu1ldmg. 
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Daylighllng Concepts 
Become 

Dayllghtlny Systems 

~ 
~ 

Final Design 

~ 
~ 

1. Integration with Other 
Environmental Systems 

2. Systems Analysis to 
Determine Energy Effects 

Figure 1-S. Steps in the final design phase of the building 
design process for using daylight in a building. 



Natural Light in Architecture Styles 

Ancient Rome 
In ancient Rome the use of daylight was incorporated in design to increase daytime 

illuminance and solar heating. The usual plans, elongated east and west for greater 
exposure to the sun, allowed for the articulation of highly detailed architecture. 

Renaissance 
During the Renaissance period daylighting illumination became more subtile, 

sophisticated, and innovative. Natural Light was used typically for emphasizing 
architectural forms and dramatize interiors. The industrial arena brought about more 
technological freedom for illumination. Daylighting was determined by climate, window 
size and placement, and activity location. Architects could not afford to ignore the 
existing conditions of the size, they depended on the building envelope to admit light and 
control other environmental issues. Thermal qualities of the past were lost due to the 
innovation of the mechanical heating and cooling. 

Modern Movement 

Architects reacting to the ornamental excesses of the Renaissance applied the 
freedom of design allowed by technology. Some architects retained many of the historical 
principles and incorporated the new technology as means of the use of day lighting was 
used more in terms of aesthetics than pragmatics. Other ignored the values of site, context 
and climate and depended mainly on modem thermal control. The spread of the 
international style took effect all over the world. The resulting simple geometric building 
forms were also seen in paintings and sculptures. 
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1-4. TbePantheon, Rome, A.D. 1~124. 
Section and plan, showing the unglazed 
akyligbt. {Aiter fletcher. 1975) 



"The play of God given light in a theatrical performance" 

."Sol y Sombra" 

Light 

Issue: The Play of ~ight and Sh~~ow 

Light should be treated as a vis:ual ·;e;lement ; and 'must be 
. .. -;i . . . ,, ··.;· ~ : 

influential in the design, altering psy,qh~l~~-.i.cai · a~d, · 
::· • :/: ''· ·~.>.·!i\ '• ,~•:··, ";, I 

physical emotions. The "Light of God" rnus'-t· 'be · permitted to 

influence the d~sign of the sornposition to help reveal 

materials'· textures, struct-ural f .b.Ilt\S, and color. 
, , •.• • I1, J •, 

Therefore: 

The use. and play of natural light must not only enhance 

but project theatrical performance. 

Issue: The role of a space and .the play of light should 

coexist. 

Objective: To design in accordance to the importance 

of space and the relationship to people 

using the space. 
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"Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play 
of masses brought together in light. Our eyes are made to 
see forms in light; light and shade reveal these forms ... " 

Le Corbusier: 

(Ching p . l81) 
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case study I: Nortre-Dame-du-Haut chapel 

location: Ronchamp, France 

architect: Le Corbusier 

issues: Expression of light as the means to communicate the 
essence of space 

·,, · , D ,, 
-.\ . 

• 

Ronchamp Chapel is one of the most influential churches ever 

built . An articulationof form and function is displayed . 

Even to the common eye, the vivid displays of form indicates 

religious clarity . The entire sanctuary is entirely open and 

is built in a manner denoting sacramental intimacy. It is 

the natural light of the interior that creates a sense of 

sacredness. 
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The south wall of the chapel is the most influential 

element of the whole design. It has exaggerated structural 

thichkness and a multitude of window insets with hand 

painted colored glass. From the exterior of the chapel they 

seem like small openings, however, viewed from the interior 

these fenestrations open up into large embrasures which cast 

diffused natural light. The wall is the most dominant 

receiver of sunlight. The fenestrations are pierced in a 

wall that is massively thick at the bottom and slender at 

the top. Slits on the wall become embrassures of the divine 

light. A connection of heavenly light piercing through the 

clouds giving the interior divine inspiration . 

Ronchamp is made up of integrated planes that enhance 

the penetration of God given light . The most poetic play of 

light occurs at midday, the most intense moment of the day, 

when the sun hits the top of the chapel. A clear strip of 

thin glass interrupts the connection of the roof and walls, 

seeming to defy the load of the concrete ceiling . The 

ceiling appears to float in space. As one looks up, the 

perception of God having intervention with the space is 

felt. An inspiring light that prepares one for worshipping 

the creator. A light that plays an effect on the concrete 

walls creates a spiritual domain that can not only be felt 

emotionally but physically. An emotional appeal produced by 

indirect daylighting. 
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South wall of Roncharnp 
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Exterior of Roncharnp Chapel Plan of Roncharnp 

NOTRE-DAME- DU- HAUT: Roncharnp, France. 1950-55. 
Le Corbusier 
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·Finally, the play of l ight produced by the three side 

chapels allows l ight to be diffused as it is trascended down 

into the chapel. What appears to be belfry l ight high above 

the roof are actual l y windows on the towers that shed l i ght 

over the curved stucco walls of t h e apse. This enab les to 

direct the worshippers attention towards t h e alter. 

Architectual qualities: 

- intergration of planes and forms 

- ceiling suspended by light 

- openings on walls 

- floor as earth 

Architectual expression: 

- a place that i nherits divine 

significance 

- the ceiling as heaven 

- portrayal of Gods eyes 

- sense of sacred integrity 

10 
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"I sense light as the giver of al l presence, and material 
spent light. What is made by light casts a shadow, and the 

shadow belongs to light." 
Louis Kahn 

(Bronlee/DeLong p 214) 
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Case study II : Kimball Art Museum 

Location: · FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

Architect: Louis I Kahn 

Issues: To implement the play of natural light of any 
given day as the manipulator of the interior 
mood. 

The Kimball Museum sometimes considered a contemporary 

classic in architecture is an articulation of open plan 

design and natural light. God given light plays an 

important role in determining the characteristics of t he 

interior spaces. Kahn created a skylight system 

incorporated into a vaul t shape roof . Kahn expressed, 

~structure is the maker of light , because structure releases 

the spaces between and that is light giving(Brown/DeLong p 

132) . At the Kimball Museum it is the r oof not the walls 

that are parted. The skylight creates this split. Kahn 
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Silence to :·lf~ht .. 
·light to Sitente ~"·: .:· . 
The threshold of their crossing 

is the Singularity 
-',!:i's ·Inspiration . 

(Where the des.ir.~·tp .ex,pr.~~s ;,_~!S the possible) 
. ~ . . ' . ' . . ' ~ •' . ./. t... \-, . '• 

is the Sanctuary of Art 
. · 'is the Treas'Ury _of the ShadO-ws .:. ·· .. · 

. , (Mat~ria.l ~a~~. sh~d.o~~- shadows belong to light) 
• • • • • • • •• ~ :0 .i • 
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believed the penetration of natural light would give the 

feeling of knowing the time of day . Khan felt this source 

of light would also influence all the moods of the time of 

day, the season of the year, which year fo·r year, and day 

for day are different from the day preceding(Kahn p 18). 

From this idea a set of connections from room to room is 

employed, all having distinct mood interpretations. Kahn 

believed the relation of daylight was the determining 

element behind solutions(Giurgola p 27) . 

Constants in the work of Louis Kahn 

- the sense of composition and integrity of 

the buildings 

- attempt to reveal the character of the 

building material 

- the sense of the room as the essence of 

architecture 

- daylight carefully employed as the maker of 

architecture 

- an architecture of connections 

Architectural Qualities 

- skylights parting the roof 

- spatial connection revealed through 

structure and light 

- vaults spread natural light 
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Architectural Expressions 
. 

- articulation of daylight as reference to the 

time and season of day 

- division of space through light 

- silvery luminan<;:~ produced enhancing the 

. ~esthetics ·.1 

. t; . : . .: .... . 
~ .. · .. -" r. 7· 
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Epistemology of Facility Type 

There are several activities that will occur in the 

multi-purpose :bull-.fight a:r:.ena. · ··.Ali aetiviti·es will occur in 

accordance to ·functiG>n. Among some of the activities, there 

will be watching and participating in the bullfight 

performance. ·Other .. ( ac.tiviti-es dncl~de viewing the museum, 

eating, participation .of) cultural events·, administrative 

activities, and prepara·tion of · .. a'l'1 ~a.ct:i v:i'ties. · The main 

activities for the specuat:ors · is wa~ching the bullfight; or 

whatever function ·is being :he·ld . .. tThe'~ :. bullf•i.g:ht·ers ·main · 

activity is to perform -:·fcir .. tb:e~ l·aud:ieti<:::e: ~~- · .- The, administrators 

main activity is to provide services for the spectators, 

facility, and ·:facilitY· ·~_operators ~ 

The facility staff's main objective is . to help operate and 

prepare all activities necessary to run the facility. 
I. 

After analyzing the activities in the facility, potential 

design responses must be explained co·nsidering these 

factors: 

• proximity to other spaces 

• orientation of spaces 

• area of spaces 

• ·accessibility of space 
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Issues: 

Facility: Bullfight Arena / Civic Arena 

Issue: The articulation of elements t hat are familiar 

to human beings. 

Objective: The scale of the building should reflect 

the significance of the event . The scale 

should be played with altering the 

proportions of spaces. This will reflect 

the importance of each space and the role 

played in each particular space. 

Issue: The arrangement of spaces in the bullfight 

arena according to the symbolic roles they 

play. 

Objective: To design with hierarchy order, reflecting the 

importance, the significance and the desires 

of the user . This will be achieved by play in 

size, shape, and placement. 
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Facility 

Issue~ Circul.a.tion for ·pedestrians 

Objective: 'I'he .building ·-approach should reflect the 

nature of the tbeat:r;.ical performance . (The 

confrontation between man and beast) . 

Issue: The .path and space 

· .. 
Objective: The rnovernent .of people to selected seating and 

exits should provide .a .visual experience. A stage setting . 
that depi.cts the theat-rical ·.?Lets of .a .bullfight performance. 

Issue: The classification ·.· of .. seatl:.ng 1: in·· the arena 

Objective: The significance -:Gf _~ the· .. seat.ing;· according to .the 

facility precedence w~l1 be .. C,arried out to a more expressive 

nature. 

Issue: Circulation for vehicles 

Objective: ·· The design according ~ to . the : public and private 

necessities. ·A ,flow of'-_traffic :for parking, drop off, and 

deli very a1:.ea·, 
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Introduction to the Bullfi~ 

I The Actors 

The Matador 

The Banderillero 

The Picador 

II The Stage 

The Seats 

The Arena 

III The Introductory Acts 

The Encierro- group of bulls sent to ring 

The Sorteo- the drawing of the bulls 

The Apartado- The sorting of the bulls 

The Paseo- bailiff, mounted on horse gallops 

across ring denoting the start of the 

performance. 

IV Part of Introduction 

1) The Lidia in Three Acts 

A) A corrida (bullfight) is divided into six 

fights called lidias 

B) The Lidia is divided into thirds 

Act One-The Pica in 6 
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Act Two-The Banderillero 

Act Three-The Kill 

2} The Entry of the Bull 
-. 

A} Bulls are led to the arena 

b) Peones rattle bulls to show aggression 

3} The Preliminary Passes 

A} The matador will judge bulls peculiarities 

B) The bull is fresh and uninjured 

Act One - The Picain 

1} The purpose of the performance is to bring the 

bull to the third act with it's head low enough 

in despair, so it can be killed by the matador. 

2) The picador jabs the pick into ·the .heavy muscle 

at the base of the neck . 

Act 2 - The Banderillearing 

1} After the bul l is picked, the picadors ride out 

and the banderillas are prepared to be placed. 

2) The banderillas are simple wooden sticks that 

are 1 " diameter and 3" long and highly 

decorated. 

a) ornamented with .color to signify the last 

glory of the bull 

b) black and white banderillas will indicate 

bull is refusing to confront death. 
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Act Three- The Kill 

1) The Dedication 

a) the matador w.i.J,.l dedicate the kill 

2) The size of the lures 

b) indicates the · fight and strugg1e to deceive 

bull 

The hour of truth is the point of deciding who will 

live and who will peJ;"ish. The confrontation between man and 

beast reaches it's final stage . It is the final exhibition 

of contra and domination. It is the most dangerous part of 

the act . At this point ·any mistake by the matador can take 

his life. The sword is driven into the .bull's back, the 

precise spot between the shoulders . The bull with the sword 

in it ' s back takes several steps back and drops . 
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Facility rgypa 

Case Study 1 : Plaza de Toros, Nuevo Laredo 

Location: Nuevo Laredo, Tamau Lipas, Mexico 

Architect: Rafael Longoria/~eters Architects 

The Nuevo Laredo Plaza de Toros was designed by Rafael 

Longoria/Peters. The 9,000 seat Plaza explores both ancient 

and contemporary rituals. The main :challenge was to design 

a civic landmark using olq and new valves for the city of 

Nuevo Laredo. Everything from political gatherings to 

concerts were to be housed in this arena. The abstract 

figure of the building is designed to meet the required 

natural lighting needed to shade part of the arena. The 

arena is calibrated to the movement of the earth around the 

sun. The ·bullring is also divided into two halves, 

celebrating the traditional · c;:oncept of separation of' 
. -.~ .. 

sol(sun) and sombra(shade). This split ieve~ _ seating also 

projects a more intimate setting ~ The circul a.tion to the 
. ..; .... 

different levels is manipulated to magnity the pageantry and 

tragedy involved in the bullfight. The arena provides a 

.gathering atmosphere for th.e surrounding predominantly 

pedestrian city. 

-The separation of sun shaded se.ats . from seats in 
... 

sun. 

--The masters uniform(traj:e de 1\ices can not be seen 

by qther bullfighters till they meet in .arena). 
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Plata de Toro~, ptnpe<tlve. 

Plata de T oros, model. 
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-The bulls must be isolated from all light, thus , 

making them more triggered to fight. 

-The entrance to the arena must be celerated . 

- The master has own v~stibule that leads to the arena, 

since the traje deluce(costume of . lights) can only be 

seen while participating in the celebration. 

longoria/Peters, architects, 
Plata de T oros, Nuevo Laredo, roof plan. 

PLAZA DE Tonos, 
NUEVO lAREDO 
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Facility '!Yge 

Case Study 2: . Plaza de Madrid 

Location: Madrid, Spain 

Architecture : Don Jose Espelia 

The Plaza de Madrid, a 23,000 seat )\.rena is one of the 

most beautiful Plaza de Toros in the world. A combination 

of Moorish aQd Spanish influence is articulated on the 

facades. The facade is rendered with ceramic representing 

the Dominant Spa~ish provinces . It took seven years to 

finish the work. The arena is separated into livestock 

circulation and spectator circulation. The close ties 

allows for spectators to glaze at the fierce bulls . The 

upper seats are covered with coverings made of steel and 

Arab shingles. Although it is on of the most beautiful, it 

is most dangerous for matadors. The steel shingles have 

known to reflect slave on bullfighters, blinding them for a 

moment. This make the fight more dangerous. 
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Planta de andanadal de 1a nueva plaaa 

·· . 

~ . 

.. 

. Nueva piau de toroa de ll&dzld, Plano c!e 1a entrepi&Dta 

Planta dearadu de-.1& nnen plan. 
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Facility 'tnl• 

Case Study ;: Interview with Eduardo Lozano 

Description of person: OWner of Bullfight Arena 

Description of intervi~w: . A bullfight is ~omposed of six 

man cuadrill{team per bullfighter). 

1) matador 

2) 3 peones{pawns-footmen) 

3) 2 banderill~s {p,icks-assaul ters of bull) 

There are three matadors per bullfight 

- 1 master matador 

- The objection of a bullfight arena is to treat 

the bullfight as a theater. 

- The signifiGance of each act during bullfight 

should be elevated not only by performer but 

by stage . 
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Analysis of Activities 

.. · 

To analyze the activities corresponding to the 

facility, the facility must be divided into two major groups 

of spaces. 

• Exhibit, Dining, and Recreational spaces . 

• Arena 

a) adminis·tration 

b) performing 

c) livestock 

d) spectator 

Generally, the activities in the arena are categorized into 

two different categories: 

-Primary Activities that relate directly to the 

functions of the facility. 

-Secondary Activities relating indirectly to the 

facility . 
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Analysis of Activities 

:I Primary Activities 

I Watching Bullfights :Spectators include a large 

percentage of people in Mexico from all ages, 

races, · and religions. $ince not all fans are 

enthusiast, attendance reasons vary from person 

to person. Some go to entertained, some to be 

watched, and the third large group of spectators 

are tourists. Within the spectators, there is a 

small minority who are very familiar with all 

the mechanics of the bullfight and for whom _the 

bullfight is an emotional and aesthetic 

experience (Leibold p.69}. 

NOTE: The spectator's role is to watch the bullfight 

and rate the skills of the bullfighter . 

When: The bullfights are held between 3 and 6 p .m .. , 

throughout the spring, summer, and fall. 

Where: Outdoors under shaded and non-shaded seats. 

Spectator boxes- 1st tendido (1st section), 2 

tendidoes (2nd section) . 

General seating 
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II Performing A bullfight ·is composed of a six man 

cuadrilla (team) per bullfighter . 

• A matador 

• Three peones (footmen pawns) 

• Two picadores 

The matador chooses who wiil participate on 

his or her team during the three stages (picaing, 

bandelearing , and the kill) . The three stages are acts that 

will be performed in precisely the same order . The matador 

must work with his ·team in order to have a · successful 

encounter with the bull. The performer must elevate the 

audience ' s excitement in a manner that not only entertains, 

but intrigues them. 

Role The matador is to confront the bull that he must 

kill with grace and elegance . 

When : The bullfights are held between 3 and 6 p.m. 

throughout the spring, summer, and fall . 

Where: Within bullfight ring. 
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III Administration : The owners, accountants, marketing 

director, clerical workers, building manager. 

a) management 

b) finance 

c) sales 

d) general services 

e) technical services 

f) production 

Role: The basic role is to operate and control issues 

relating to the facility. 

When: · Year-round 

Where: The arena complex 
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IV Facility Maintenance 

The facility is operated and maintained by a 

maintenance staff, concessionaires, ticket sales 

operators, shop operators and securities. 

Role The role is to offer services to the 

participants, spectators, and maintain the 

facility. 

When 

Where 

Throughout spring, summer, and fall or 

anytime special activities are held. 

Within .bullfight arena, chapel, shops, and 

offices. 
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Space Analysis 

Exhibit, Eating, Recreation 

Gallery: The basic objective of this space is to 

collect, preserve and exhibit .significant objects pertaining 

to bullfighting. This increases .public .knowledge of 

bullfighting. Objects such as historical information, 

photographs, drawings, clothing and tools used by 

bullfighters are just some examples. The circulation route is 

the most important issue to be addressed (Callender p.373). 

The circulation route arrangement must coexist if items 

displayed are in chronological order. Access must be 

convenient since most people will attend pri~r to the start 

of the bullfight. 

Area: 3000 sq. ft. 

Spatial Quality: High ceiling, quiet, comfortable space 

Lighting: Nature and Artificial 

Furnishings: Displays, chairs, 

Special Considerations: 

Lighting Systems: The illumination system must be 

flexible enough to meet the necessary requirements needed to 

illuminate any proposed exhibit display. Natural light is the 

best means of lighting a museum despite the change in color 

rendering. index due to seasonal changes ( Callender p. 

270) . Artificial light is used as an architecture feature, it 
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not only works aesthetically ~ but tends to work with less 

obstacles. 

Lobby: A greeting and information room for people 

visiting the museum, cafe and gift shop. A relaxation 

atmosphere must be present. This space should also act as a 

transitional space from exterior to interior. Greenery and 

water elements can be incorporated to create a tranquil 

space. 

Area: 600 sq. ft. 

·Liqhtinq: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishinqs: Couch, chairs, tables 

Supervisor Office: The office should be located within the 

area of the exhibition, cafe, and gift shop. The supervisor 

will be responsible for the operation of the exhibition, 

eating and recreation areas . 

. Area: 200 sq. ft. 

Liqhtinq: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishinqs: Desk, chairs 

Cafe: This space should be accessible from all public 

areas. The cafe will function as an eating, drinking, and 

relaxation environment. The: cafe should be accessible to 
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people who just come in to the facility to eat and relax. 

This space should have access to the exterior . 

Area: 2000 sq. ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Tables, chairs, ashtrays 

Curator Office: This space should have direct access 

to the Gallery and Workroom . . Preparation and identification, 

documentation collection and restoration are done here. 

Area: 500 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks, chairs, filling cabinets, tables·, 

shelves 

Gift Shop: The location of ·the shop should be easily 

accessed by visitors. direct access to lobby to help increase 

sales. The shop will concentrate on selling and providing the 

public with novelties and curious. 

Area: 600 sq. ft. · 

Lighting: Natural and Art.ificial 

Furnishings: Shelves, cqunter, chairs 

Collection Storage: The location of this space should be 

next to the Curator Office. The storage of new and incoming 
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exhibition articles. There should be direct access to the 

exterior. 

Area: 600 sq . ft. 

Liqhtinq: Artificial 

Furnishing: Shelves, cupboards, tables 

Space Analysis 

Typical Requirements and Characteristics 

Administ-ration 

Lobby/ Reception Area: The waiting room for visitors 

needing to see administrators. Since visitors receive a first 

impression of organization, a neat business like atmosphere 

must be present(Callender P.649) . This environment should 

also be relaxing and must accommodate visitor traffic. The 

size, shape and decor of the space depends on volume of 

visitor traffic. 

Area: 4,0000 sq.ft. 

Lightinq: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Couch, chairs, tables 

Receptionist: The space must be within the 

Lobby/Reception area. The main function is to orient people 
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visiting the ad.mi'nistrative offices. The receptionist must 

have a clean view of those entering (Callender p.637). 

Area: 150 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

l'urnishings: Desks, chairs,. filling cabinets 

Accounting Office: The accounting office will be used 

to control monetary matters, its functions include, personnel 

payroll, inventory, expenditures, and purchasing and 

processing . This area should have a storage for petty cash, 

stationary, and standard forms pertinent to the department 

(Callender p.655). It is recommended to locate the 

accounting office close to the Director of Sales/ Marketing 

Dept (Callender p.649). 

Area: 200 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

l'urnishings: Desks, chair, filling cabinets, safe deposit 

box· 

Director of Sales/ Marketing: The objective of this 

office is to promote puhlic relations. Since the sales group 

is frequently visited it must be adjacent to the lobby. 

Area: 175 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

l'urnishings: Desks, chairs, filling cabinets, 
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Copy/ Mail Room: This space is preferably to be located 

next to the general office group (secretarial, receptionist) . 

The main flow of the mail, and circulation of facility 

paperwork. The copy/mail room should be isolated because of 

the noise and fumes associated with shipping and copying 

activities. 

Area: 150 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Tables, chairs, file cabinets, shelves, paper 

shredders, copiers 

General Office: This space provides general services 

to all administrative offices. Secretarial work is the main 

function. This space should be adjacent to the administrative 

branch, and the copy/ mail room. 

Area: 200 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks, chairs, filling cabinets, shelves 

Director of Technical Services: The location of this 

space is recommended to be adjacent to the activities they 

will assist ( Callender p.649). 

Area: 150 sq. ft. 
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Space Considerations: The office will control quiet and 

efficient work space 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks, drafting tables, shelves, . filing 

cabinets 

Facility Manager: This space is referable located near 

public and private areas. There is more direct contact · with 

the publi~ than other administrative offices. The manager 

will be responsible for the smooth ?Perations of the 

facility. 

Area: 175 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desk, chair, filing capinet 

Administration Director&: The office will supervise the 

smooth operation of the administration dept, must have close 

access to owners office. 

Area: 200 sq.ft. 

Spatial. Qualities: Quiet and efficient 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Chairs, desks, table 
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Conference Room : The conference room will serve as a 

meeting room . this room must be adjacent to the 

administration executives and owner. The room should be 

centrally located, and must have windows to help eliminate 

outside distractions (Callender p.637). 

Area: 500 sq ., ft. 

Space Considerations: · Comfort·able, but serious atmosphere, 

quiet, and minimal distractions. 

Lighting: Natural or Artificial 

Furnishings: Large table for ten or more people, chairs, 

accommodations for video/ audio displays . 

Lounge/ Break Room : This area functions as.a rest and 

conversation space for adm'inistrative personn~l. 

Area: . 500 sq . ft. 

Space Considerations: Comfortable, relaxed atmosphere. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Sofas, tables, chairs, vending machines 

Requirements and characteristics 

Arena 

I . Facility Su2Port/ and M&dia 
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Media Th~s area is designated f .or accommodating the 

press. The press provides a service for non-visitors through 

the use of press, radio and television. 

Area: 8 @ 80 sq.ft. = 640 sq.ft. 

Space Considerations: Quiet and efficient work space 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks · tops; . chairs, shelves 

First Aid: The objective of this space is to provide 

emergency services to facility visitors. It is required to 

provide . 16 sq. ft . for every 20,000 spectators (Campbell 

p.91). 

Area: 1,250 sq.ft. 

Spatial Qualities: Comfortable and efficient work space. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks, tables, sink, cabinets 

Janitorial: The basic objective of this space is to 

help run the immediate services of the facility. All the 

maintenance work will be taken care of by this office. 

Area: 2 @ 100 = 200 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Artificial 

Furnishings: Sink, t-ables, chair 
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Parking: It is required to have sufficient parking near 

the arena, administration, and exhibit; eating and recreation 

area. All parked cars should be well illuminated. It is 

recommended to have one car space for every four spectators 

(Campbell p.91). Spectators must be able to walk around the 

exterior of the arena. 

Area: 2,500 parking spaces 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: None 

Security Office: The objective is to provide security 

to the visitors of facilities. The space must be located 

close to the main circulation of arena. 

Area: 300 sq.ft . 

Spatial Qualities: Quiet and efficient workspace 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desk, chair, file cabinets, video/ audio 

equipment 

Ticket Booth: This space provides services for people 

visiting or attending th~ facility. The booths should be 

located at every entrance of the arena. The booth will 

concentrate on selling tickets to the spectators. 

Area: 12 (booths) @ 60 sq.ft . = 720 sq.ft. 

Spatial Qualities: Efficient work space 
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Lighting: Artificial 

Furnishings: Filing cabinets, register area, chair 

Group Ticket Sales Office: The arrangement of ticket 

sales are done in this space. The office is responsible for 

the smooth operations dealing with ticket sales, group 

reservations, special invitations, and preparations of 

upcoming events . 

Area: 150 sq.ft. 

Spatial Qualities: Quiet and efficient 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Desks, chairs, tables 

Arena 

II. Spectator Spaces 

President Box: The space will accommodate the facility 

owners, executive personnel, and town leaders. A careful 

balance between the glass fronted seats and the stadium 

environment is necessary . It is preferred to have a balcony 

in front of the box to join the box spectators with the 

general public (Campbell p. 91). 

Area: 2 @ 200 sq.ft. 

Special Requirements: Provide private restroom facilities 

Comfort and quality of back seating is important 

Greater safety 



Spatial Quality: Comfortable and spacious 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Tables, chairs coat racks, cabinets 

Guest Box: This area will accommodate guests, VIP's, 

and Directors in convenient box, it must be adjacent to 

grandstand seating. The guest boxes considered hospitality 

seating, are suited for special spectators invited by the 

administration. 

Area: 32 @ 200 sq.ft. = 600 sq.ft. 

Spatial Quality: Provide access to guest restrooms facility 

Comfortable seating 

Liqhtinq: Natural 

Furnishing: Back seating 

Concessi~ns : The concession will provide food, drink, 

programs, souvenirs, and other services for the spectators. 

It should be accessible from all public areas (Callender p. 

970) • The location must be in separated from immediate ramp 

area. It must also have access to exterior for loading 

supplies. 

Area: 4 @ 600 sq.ft. = 2,400 sq.ft. 

Special Qualities: Provide kitchenette 60 sq . ft. 

Provide adequate storage 

Lighting: Natural and -Artificial 
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Furnishings: Kitchen facilities, table counters, shelves 

Chapel: The primary function of this space is for 

worship. Although it can be used for other congregational 

activities. Spectators and performers visit the chapel before 

the bullfight as a part of the ritual. Direct eye contact to 

the main alter should be maintained. The chapel should 

accommodate 8 sq. ft. per person (Callender p. 482). The 

center aisle should not be less than 5 sq. ft. wide, and must 

direct visitors to the alter. 

Area: 

Spatial Qualities: Quiet and efficient seating, circulation 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Seating, alter, alter platform, ·confessional 

screens 

General Seating: This seating will accommodate the 

general public, approximately 10,000 spectators. The quality 

of the seating will vary depending on the use.Access to lobby 

and exit is essential, since this area accommodates the 

biggest number of people _emptying is very important. 

There are two principles used to classify and rate seating in 

bullfight arenas: 
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I. The seats are graded in regards from 

lowest and closest, to highest and most distant ( Leibold 

p . 78). 

II. Seats are divided into three 

classifications, those in shade (sombra), those in sun (sol), 

and those in sun and shade (sol y sombra) ( Leibold p . 77). 

Levels of Seating: 

1. Ringside- (barrera) 

2. Second Row- (Contrabarrera) 

3. Third Row- (delantera) 

Tendido I- First level of 

4. General Admission 

Tendido · II- Second Level of general admission 

Arena 

Livestock 

Corrales (Corrals) 

5. Grada- Level higher than tendido 

6. Andanada- Highest seats of arena 

This area is used to house the 

bulls. The location of the corrals must have access to the 

exterior and to the encierro (passage way) . 

Area: 3@ 700 sq.ft. = 2,100 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural 

Jaulones (Individual Corrals): This space is preferably 

located next to group corrals. It is used to exhibit bulls to 
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the matadors. From this space the matadors can pick the bulls 

they want to fight (Casteel p.Sl). 

Area: 6 @ 80 sq.ft. = 480 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: None 

Feed Storage: The location of the feed storage should 

be near the bull housing and horse stables. This space should 

have protection from moisture. The storage will house the 

livestock feed. 

Area: 800 sq. ft . . 

Lighting: Artificial 

Furnishings: Bins, feeders, hay nets 

Horse Stables: Required space for housing horses. The 

stables must have access to the ring, the infirmary and to 

the horse patio. 

Area: 8 @ 100 sq.ft. 

Special Considerations: Dryness, warmth, ventilation, good 

lighting 

Spatial Qualities: Spaciousness 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: None 
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Horse Patio: The objective of this space is to house 

horses in a space they can run, feed, and rest. This space 

must be located near stables and infirmary. 

Area: 500 sq.ft. 

Lighting: None 

·Furnishings: Non~ 

Horse Infirmary: The primary function of this space 

is to treat injured horses. The location of this space must 

be near the stables. A direct access to the ring is needed. 

Area: 400 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings : None 

Arrastre (Dragging Area) : The primary function of this 

space is for dragging dead bulls into. This space should be 

located next to the bullring and should have access to the 

exterior. 

Area: 400 sq.ft. 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Apartados (Dimmed Housing): Before the bullfight the 

selected bulls are isolated in dark stalls up to four hours 

before the performance (Hemingway p.29). This space 
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encourages the bull to come out to fighting, seeking the 

matador's colorful suit of lights. 

Ar$a: 420 sq.ft. 

Lighting: None 

Furnishings: None 

pertormer: 

Master Quarters: The master quarters is provided for 

the master matador . Its functions as a dressing, relaxation 

and contemplation quarter s . The space must be connected to 

the main vestibule leading into the arena (Cosio p. 854). 

Area: 175 sq.ft . 

Special Considerations : The master quarters must be isolated 

from the dressing rooms (Cosio p.854). 

The space must be isolated to help hide the master matadors, 

suit of lights. Must be connected to the vestibule having 

direct access to ring opposite the encierro. The vestibule 

leads the bull directly into the arena. 

Spatial Qualities: Comfortable but serious atmosphere 

Lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: Chairs, drawers, table, lockers 

Novice Quarters: Dressing room area for novice 

matadors and picadores . Congregation quarters before entering 

the ring to participate in First Lidia (act) called the Paseo 

(parade) • 
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Area: 600 sq.ft. 

Spatial Quality: Comfortable and relaxed atmosphere 

lighting: Natural and Artificial 

Furnishings: chairs, lockers, table 

Main Vestibule: This hallway leads the master 

matador into the bullfight arena. It must be a grand 

vestibule that can accommodate spectators that are watching 

the march of the bullfighter before confronting the bull. It 

sets the stage for man vs. beast confrontation (Conrad p.lO). 

Area: 

Spatial Quality: Serious, theatrical atmosphere 

Lighting: Natural 

Furnishings: None 

Bullring: The center of the arena is considered the 

stage of the theatrical performance. The place of 

confrontation between man and beast. The battle which is 

considered the performance takes place here. This setting is 

also used to accommodate civic gatherings, political speeches 

and concerts. 

Area: 28,439 sq. ft. 

Spatial Quality: Serious, theatrical atmosphere 

Lighting: Natural 

Furnishings: None 
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List ·of Activity 

Buying tickets 

Sitting 

Eating 

Walking 

Exiting 

Spectating 

List of Activity 

Praying 

Eating 

Performing 

Dying 

Activities and Space Association 

Spectators 

Performer: 
\ 

/ 

List of Space 

Concourse 

Restrooms 

Concessions stands 

Ticket booth 

Park~ng area 

/ Seating stands 

Gift shop 

List of Space 

"Enclerro" (passage to ring) 

"Toriles" (bull pen) 

"Burladores" (burries in arena) 

Room 

Box (stands) 

Arena 

Infirmary 
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Activities and Space Association 

Administrators: 

List of Activities: List of Space 

Planning ~~-----------------===~~eneral OWner Office 

Meeting 

Supervising 

Celebrating ~---~ 

~~~ounting office 

President's Box 

Lounge/ Breakroom 

Conference 

office 

Dir. of Sales and Marketing 

------------~~~~~--~eoov/ Mailroom 

Eating/ 

Copying 

Advertising 

Writing 
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Relationship of Spaces 

Adjacency and Separation 

Matrix showing relationship of spaces. 

(Exhibit and Eating) 

Lobby 

Gallery 

Giftshop 

Collection .storage 

Curator office/ workshop 

Supervision office 

Cape 

Men's restroom 

Women's restroom 

Janitorial 

e Direct relationship 

~ Indirect relationship 

0 No relationship 
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Arena 

(spectator spaces) 

Lobby promenade 

Pres. box 

Guest box 

Chapel 

Concessions 
1------__ ______ .........., 

General sitting 

Restroom (men's) 

Restroom (women's) 

·-• Direct rel. 
-., Indirect rel 

·-· 

0 No rel . 

Performance 

-Master 

Novice 

Main vestibule 

Bullring 

Infirmary 
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Facility SUpport I Media 
....----------- - ---··----........ 

Media 

First aid 

Security 

Ticket booth 
~----------------------

Group booth/ sales 

Janitorial 

Restroom (men's} 

Res~room (women ' s} 

Key 

• Direct -relati onship 
.. 

~ Indirect relationship 

0 No relation~hip 

Administration 
1--~-----------------------.,.--.,--.... 

Lobby 
----------.:·. ' 

Receptionist /r ~0 . 
. 'f_,~O 

Accounting offic_~--- ·· -·---·-··-- - ~- · W~fw?O 
Director of sales I mar ket ing · : . · ·0.~ 0 ,· 0 

!- ---------- ··· ·· ····· ·· - -· .. . .. . /o _.- Q'.e "-.o 
Director of technical services . - --~ . , .,._0 ·vo . - ----------··-·-····--····----.. '. ~ ~-< · -- · "<0 \ --

··--·--·-· - -· 

Facility manager . · .···•;-<9 .. e '. e';-: .. a ··--... 
Administration di;·ec~~-;- ---···-··· · ~~5,~~,~ --'·1·-~ -~~/ 

1,---
--···-· . : -----~- ,e· ---~~>~~~~~// 

Conference room · .,,<"..,Y~ -~ / 
1 

- -- ··-- 0 x' 0 ,7i) , .;;7 
I Lounge/ Breakro~_m ----- ···· -::~CJ-ij/~~r;,; ' · 
1 Copy I Mailroom · , .. ·. (.>/.> e · 

. -- - ------- - ---- ------·-· t) / \ ..) 
I Restroom (men's} /~· 

t
----- -··· ·---·· --· -. :. 
Restroom (women's} 

-·- - --- ·- --------
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Relationship of Spaces 

Exhibit and Eating Area 

Lobby • Gallery • 
Gift shop • Collection storage 0 
Curator office/ workshop 0 
Supervision office ·o 
Cafe • 
Men's restroom --Women's restroom ~ 
Janitorial 

I 
0 I 

l 

key 

•• Public 

~ Semi-1 
-

0 Private 
. . 
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I 

I 

i 
' 

Area 2 

Spectator spaces 

Lobby promenade 
·-- - ··· ·-··- -- - ·---- e 

President 's box 0 
Gues t box 0 

--- ···-··- ..: . -

Chapel ~ -···-···· -- ... ·------- ---- ----- -
Concessions 

- · ..... 

General sitting 

Restr oom (men' s ) 

Restroom (women 's) 
-··· -- -------· 

Performance 

Mas t er Quarters 

Bathroom 

Novice Quarters 

Bathr oom 

Main Vesti bule 

. _j 

• I 
I 

! 
·----- j •• i 

I -- -- ----.. -• 
------ - - - ·· . . , 

! 0 -I -----

0 
~ 

! 0 ,------· ! ~ 

' ' 
: 

- ---------------- ---i·- - -----, 
I ~ ! I ' 
I ' 
I • - ·--. : 

Bullring 

Infirmary j 0 . 
----- - ----- ·- -·-·-- - -----·-- . -~ -- -· . --- -· . 

Livestock I : ---- -·-- --· ----- - __________ 1 _ __ ,_ ; 
__ _ ____ Corrales (corr als) __ L Q___ ; 

Jaul ones (imp . corrals )' 

Horse s t ables 

I 0 , 
j·--- -- -- - - ·i 

I ~ : 

Horse pat i o -r·cs·--1 ______ ________ _ ___._1 ______ 1 
- --·- ----------- - - - -

Horse i nfirmary 

'Arrast re 

w l 
~ I 

A_p_a_r_t_a_d_o_s---------~,,__-0 _ __ _ I 

Feed stor age · ~: 
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Facility Support/ Media 

Media • ·- ·---· --- ·--
First Aid ~ . . - . . 

Security 0 
Ticket Booth ~ 

-
·Group ticket/ sale office -·- -
Janitorial 0 --
Restroom (men) e -
Restroom (women) - ·-

Administration 
. --

Lobby/ Reception --Receptionist w -
Accounting office w 
Dir. of Sales/ Marketi~g 0 

----
Dir. of Technical Services 0 

-··-- - - -· -- --·· ·---· - .. - -~ -··- · ·- ----- . . -. 

Facility Manager 0 
·-·- - -·---

Administration Director 0 
Conference Room ~ -
Lounge/ Breakroom •• 
Copy/ Mailroom ~ 

.. - -- . 

General office • - -- -- - - - · 

Restroom (men • s) ~ 
··--

Restroom (women ' s) I e 
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Unique Cbaracteristics 

1) The Sorteo = Drawing Area 

A. Corrals are separated by maze of 

passageways. 

B. Passageways offer view to bulls for 

selection process. 

C. Three corrals for six bulls. 

1) Categorized by weight, size, and 

personalities. 

2) Apartado = Sorting Area 

A. After head matador chooses bull. 

B. Bulls are kep.t in six dimly lit cubicles . 

C. · Bulls must be isolated. 

D. Isolation from light. 

E. Minimal size (to aggravate bull) . 

F. Must be connected to the encierro (passage 

to send bulls to ring) . 

3) The Encierro = Passage 

A) Used to send bull to ring. 

B) Space must widen as it leads to the arena to 

rilles (exit). 



4) Toriles = Door of Bullpen and Pen 

A) Eccentric shape connection 

B) Connects passageway and leads beast to man. 

5) Establos = Horse Stables 

A) Horses are kept, groomed, and fed. 

6) Patio de Caballos = Horse Patio 

A) Houses horses that will engage only. 

B) Horses are prepared and dressed in ornament 

costumes. 

7) Master's Room 

A) Head matador will not dress in dressroom 

next to arena. 

B) Space must be connected to long vestibule 

that leads to m~in entrance of the arena. 

C) Space must be isolated from other 

dressrooms. 

D) Other matadors cannot have access to this 

space since costume of master cannot be 

seen. 

E) This space hides the "suit of lights" 

(costume worn) from mediocre matadors . 
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8) Paseo = Area next to dressing rooms 

arena. 

A} Vestibule that leads to 2nd and 3rd matadors 

into arena. 

B) The bailiff (official who starts run} 

marche.s through this vestibule irito 

9} Arrastre Area = Area where dead bulls are taken 

A) Must be separated from arena structure . 

B) Very symbolic ( symbolizes dead} 

C) Across from authorities box . 

1. Enables authority to keep look on 

dead bull. 

10} Burladeros = Barriers in arena 

A} Used to protect bullfighters 

B) Must be across from toriles (door of 

bullpen} . 

11} Inside Arena 

A} Fight Area divided into three parts. 

1. tablas (boards} area closest to wall 

that separates· spectators. 

2. tercios (third} fight area . 

3 . medios (middle} fight and ceremonial 

area. 
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12) Chapel 

A) Matadors visit before entering ring. 

13) Presidential Boxes 

A) Authority's boxes. 

B) Town leaders. 

C) Special guest. 

14) Media Boxes 

A) Area for media personnel. 

15) Infirmary 

A) Treatment room. 

16) Arena Sitting 

A) Barreras 

B) Tendido 

C) 2 Tendido 

D) Lurnbreras 

E) General 

ALL ARENAS MUST SEPARATE SUN AND SHADE SEATS. 
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Diagram Showing Unigya Cbaracteristics 

~1-J ..r6'-~ 
-+-----4....-

(~L~) 

The vestibule should be directly across the encieero 

{bull entrance) . The creates a visual link between the 

matador and the bull . As the bull is led out of the dimmed 

isolated stall, it charges into the ring through the lightly 

dimmed passage (encierro) , seeking to confront the matador, 

who is wearing the suit of lights . This link will set the 

stage for the battle. 

The brave matador walks in slowly with his suit of 

lights into the ring. As the bull is led out of the 

apartado {dimmed stall), it. charges into the ring through 

the· fairly lit encierro, seeking to confront the matador. 

the adjacent connection allows for the bull to seek the suit 

of lights, which will be the first light the bull actually 

sees. 
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Unique Requirements 

Arena: 

Burladeros: Protective shield in front of openings 

in the fence, large enough for a man to slide in 

and protect himself from the bull. 

Puerta de Toril: Door to tunnel from which bull 

enters 

Puerta de Cuadrillas : Where dead bulls are dragged 

out to, (arrastre) . 

Barrera: Fence enclosing the arena 

Cullejon: Passageway between the barrera and the 

grandstand 
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Unique Requirements 

Seating 

Provide seating for 1500 people 

According to the history of b~llfight arena design, all 

plazas are separated into 2 section,s· ~ This division of east 

and west, is called "Sol y Sombra" (Sun ahd Shade). The 

shaded seats are about twice as expensive as the non shaded. 

The lowest seating section which is also closest to the 

ring is called barreras. It was named because of its 

proximity to the red fence around the arena. Most of the 

influential people acquire the shady barrera seats. 

The tendidos are the middle range seats. These seats are 

perfect to see the ballet and pageantry of the bullfight 

without being so close to the fight. 

The lumbreras are the upper seats, and the highest 

before the private boxes. Individual seats in sol can be 

bought, while private boxes and authority seats ·are in the 

shade. This allows for the viewing of the whole spectacular. 

The movement of pageantry, the matador and the beastly goring 

of the bull. 

The seating of .arena to divide into three 

classifications : (Shade) Sombra 

(Sun and Shade) Sol y Sombra 

(Sun) Sol 
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Sol-sunny side Sombra-shady side 
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CONTEXT ISSUES 
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. NUEVOLE6N 

MONTERREY, NUEVO LEON 
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Contextual ism: 

Issue: Cultural reflections and connections to built 

environment. 

The traditional Mexican building uses the everyday 

language of color, form, shape and natural elements. These 

elements can be traced back to ancient structures built by 

earlier civilizations known as Mayas and Aztecs . 

Objective: to design building using vernacular elements by 

means of color, proportions, textures, materials found 

in surround environment . 

Issue: The natural environment 

Qbjectiye: The building must reflect natural surrounding 

elements of vegetation, contours, sky and water. 
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Context and potential response 

Location image 

Monterrey, Nuevo Leon is located in the northern part 

of Mexico at 1732 feet in altitude to the border with the 

United States. It is the capital of the state of Nuevo 

Leon. Monterrey is the third largest city in Mexico with a 

population of approximately 1,700,000 . It is about 120 

miles from the United States border. It is situated around 

the Sierra Madre Occidental, a long mountain range that form 

the north eastern rim of the Plateau of Mexico. The city 

was founded in 1579 under the name San Luis Rey de Francia 

{Encyclopedia Hispanica p 219). In 1596 the city acquire 

the name Metropolitan City of Our Lady of Monterrey . 

Developed first around the major river Santa Cataring, the 

city grew in population and extended South where the Sierra 

Madre mountains elevated. 

For a period of time development of the city was at a 

halt due to frequent folds, indigenous attacks and the 

minimal communication to other Mexican towns. After the 

independence of Mexico, Monterrey started flourishing since 

the city establish commercial ties with the ports of Tampico 

and Matamoros. 

The prosperity of Monterrey increased after the 

territorial was with the United States . This enabled 

Monterrey to increase it's commerce since it was closer to 
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the border. The sale of contraband cotton to the United 

States during the civil war helped in the rapid commercial 

and urban development of Monterrey. 

Monterrey is often called the industrial capital of 

Mexico. This is because it has grown to become a major 

producer and exporter of metals, glass, plastics, tobacco, 

automobiles and beverages. The location of Monterrey has 

also helped influenced the rapid economic growth of the 

city. This is due to the proximity of the capital of 

Mexico, the United States and the Gulf of Mexico. 

Monterrey has developed so successfully economically, 

physically, and socially. The emergence of industry has 

developed many opportunities for employment. By the 1900's, 

the population of Monterrey has doubled every decade. The 

increase of population has increased the need for new urban 

development and new infrastructure has influenced the 

construction of new buildings. Some parts of the city can 

now resemble metropolitan areas in the United States. The 

downtown commercial and banking area are marked by tall and 

modern buildings. 

Culturally, the people of Monterrey can be considered 

aficionados of sports activities. The city houses two 

professional soccer teams, two professional baseball teams, 

a basketball team, a cycling, tennis, bullfights and many 

other spectator related activities. This shows a 

diversified flavor of sports in Monterrey. Therefore, the 

establishment of a new bullfight arena is a response towards 
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increasing the participation and aficionados of spectator 

sports and cultural events in Monterrey. 

The proposed bullfight arena is not only going to 

increase the public participation in cultural and social 

events but will also benefit the economy. 
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Traditions/culture 

The culture of Mexico is formed by a mixture of the old 

civilization of Pre- Colombian and the later Spanish 

interaction. The majority of the peop~e of Monterrey are 

Mestizos, people of mixed white and Indian ancestry. The 

city has some pure blooded Indians and whites, however most 

people think of themselves as Mestizos. 

Most of the development can be contributed to the past 

ancestry of Mayan and Aztec influences. The Mayans and 

Aztecs civilizations can be considered the most noticeable 

civilizations to ever exist . The Mayans could be considered 

the Greeks of the New World and the Aztecs, the Romans 

(Cerwin p 110). The influence of music, dance, fiesta and 

arts can be contributed to this ancestry . It is said that 

not a day passes without a celebration of some kind (Cerwin 

p 148). Even death is celebrated in this culture. Every 

year a day is reserved for the remembrance of the dead; a 

celebration is dedicated to the loved ones that have gone 

on. 

Therefore, to acknowledge the pageantry of the past 

rituals a mqnumental gathering place must be developed. The 

bull fight arena can contribute to this pageantry . 
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Natural Context and Potential Responses 

Climate: 

The climate of Monterrey can be described as moderate. 

Cool nights and warm days predominate with low levels of 

relative humidity. There is a narrow range in average 

temperature and precipitation. 

Seasonal difference in t emperature are not so 

significantly different. Winter is generally the most fry 

season of the year. Most of the annual rainfall occurs 

during the summer allowing for growing crops without 

irrigation . The hottest average daily temperature occurs 

between July and August. The coldest average daily 

temperature occurs is in December and January 

Elevation------------------- - --------------1732 feet 

Average Daily 

Temperature in: High Low Average Precipitation 

January--March 72F 52F . ?inches 

April---June 87F 67F 1 . 86inches 

July- -September 89F 71F 3 . 3inches 

October-December 72F 56F 1.76inches 

Annual day of Sunshine----------------------266 days 
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Therefore, with the moderate climate and with the average 

266 day of sunshine a year, the city of Monterrey is indeed 

an ideal place to enjoy outdoor activities. By analyzing , 

it can be concluded that the opportunities for outdoor 

events are available during most of the year . 

CLIMATE 

CUMAncrna -... ~ ... 
.... ... 

CJow ... ....... 
•. 
'· 

' . ,. 
J ;. ·,:. I ..:. 
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nesign Objectives 

Sun Angles 

Because of the moderate temperatures, mild winters and 

hot summers, the concept of controlling sun angles is vital. 

Sun angles can be calculated and analyzed . For the 

articulation of shading devices. This proper allows for 

outdoor areas to work as links for spaces in the building. 

---

Since the bullfight is an open structure, the ·placement 

of windPreaks is very important . This will help reduce cold 

northern winds in the winter and help cool in the summer . 

The need for proper ventilation is required, if water 

elements are to be used to cool in the summer. The 

Windbreaks must also help ventilate the flow of smell from 

the livestock to the opposite direction of the arena. 

Precipitation 

Since rain and snow aren't climatic threats ·in the 

Monterrey area, any type of roof can be incorporated. Flat 

roofs can be used provided some adequate drainage is 

applied. 
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Psychological Context and Potential Reaponse 

· The growth of a city can have a significant bearing on 

the daily lives of citizens, since changes are attributed to 

growth. During the past 15 years, Monterrey, with all the 

industry has become one of the most powerful cities in Latin 

America . It has also created one of the most competitive 

job markets in Mexico. Even though the city has prospered 

in recent years, Monterrey has gone through many political, 

economic, and social changes. This change have created much 

turmoil in people's life. 

As a result of the competitive ~arkets brought about by 
. ' 

changes, people are facing shorter work weeks, earlier 

retirement or forced unemployment. Because of these changes 

people are beginning to find outlets for self-expression and 

satisfaction . 

Since the Mexican individual is a very proud and 

arrogant . person, they will not admit there is a political, 

social, or economic crisis in the community (Cerwin p 29). 

Many people of Monterrey are referring to recreation as a 

means of alleviating their mental anguish . This tool of 

recreation can help them satisfy their social and 

psychological needs. 

Therefore, the priority goal of the design is to create 

an environment that meets the social and psychological needs 

of the environment. 
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Built Context And Potential Response 

The emergence of Monterrey as the industrial capital of 

Mexico resulted from a number of things: the direct link to 

the United States and the Gulf of Mexico; through rail 

system, automobile, or plane, and the topographic location 

which allows for the increase development of agriculture and 

farming. 
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In recent years, a natural disaster flooded the most of 

the city of Monterrey since the Santa Cataring River flows 

through the center of the city much destructor was involved. 

Even though there was much destruction and millions of 

dollars lost in damage to a great extent it was an initial 

beginning of revitalization . As a result the city approve 

to finance the development of the projects. 

Therefore: The building must reflect the concept of 

revitalization. 

Characteristics of Mexican Architecture 

Mexican Architecture is characterized by traditional 

elements influenced by the Mayan and Aztec civilization . 

Some elements are : 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

the use of open spaces (both interior-exterior} 

inclination toward massiveness in concept . 

elements from past carried out modernly 

Recreation of ancient forms 

love of color 

articulation of texture 

The designer of Pre- Hispanic Mexico had also employed 

the concept of integrating the concept of integration 
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architecture, sculpting, and painting way before the modern 

movements: 

• lead by Gropius, Mies Van Ver Robe and the Bauhaus 

teachings(Mexico Olympics Book, p 225). The 

National University of Mexico, .and the National 

Military College in Mexico City are examples of 

architectural pieces that recall Maya , Toltec, and 

Trotihuacan Construction(Texas Architect p 43). 

Mexican architecture is a result of traditional 

entities passed on generation to generation. Design 

is influenced by ordinary people in the course of 

everyday life . 

Therefore: Since Mexican Architecture is shaped by learned

cultural and historical aspects, the bullfight arena must 

project the same values. 
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The Site 

The proposed site for the Plaza de Toros(Bullfight 

arena) Multipurpose Arena will be located in the south part 

of Monterrey. The location is along the axis of the Santa 

Cataring and one of the most busiest Avenues. This avenue 

leads to the highway linking Ave. Constitucion . The site is 

about 4 km (2.48 miles) east from the downtown commercial 

and banking area. On the south part of the site the Sierra 

Madre Mountains( Cerro de la silla) project up creating a 

scenic wall. Close to the Historical District and in the 

best economic area in Monterrey. 

Therefore, it is important to tie the bow Plaza de Torres 

with its existing context. All the existing oaths, 

districts, movement pattern and built context must have 

something to do with the architectural decision. 
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SPACE SUMMARY 
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SPACE SUMMERY 

Exhaibit , Eating Area 

Gallery 

Lobby 

Supervision Office 

Cafe 

Curator Office 

Gift Shop 

Collection Storage 

Public Restroom 

Exhibition Area (men) 

(women) 

Eating Area 

Vanitorial 

(men) 

(women) 

NSF 

3000 

600 

200 

2000 

500 

6000 

600 

250 

200 

250 

200 

100 

95 

Participants 

varies 

varies 

1 

varies 

2 

varies 

2-4 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

2 

REF 



Administration NSF PARTICIPANTS REF 

Lobby I Reception 4000 varies 

Recptionist 100 1 

Accounting Office 200 2 

Director of sale I marketing 175 1 

Dir. of technical services 150 1 

Facility manager 175 1 

Administration Directors 200 3 

Conference Room 500 10-12 

Lounge I Breakroom 900 10-15 

Copy I mail room 150 2 

General Office 200 4 

Rest Rooms 
(men) 2@ 250 varies 
(Women) 2@ 200 varies 

Total 
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Arena 

Facility Support/ Media 

Media 

First Aid 

Security 

Ticket Booth 

Group Ticket Sales Office 

Janitorial 

Restroom 

Men 

Women 

NSF 

8 @ 80 

1250 

2 @ 150 

12 @ 

150 

2 @ 

250 

200 

60 

100 

Total: 3710 

97 

each 

each 

each 

Participants 

varies 

varies 

2 persons 

varies 

2 varies 

1 person 

varies 

varies 



Arena 

Spectator Spaces 

Lobby Promenade 

President ' s Box 

Guest Box 

Chapel 

Concessions 

General Seating 

Restroom 

NSF 

10,000 

2 @ 200 

4 @ 200 

700 

4 @ 600 

(3 Mens)@ 500 each 

(3 Womens)@ 450 each 

Total 17,150 

USF = 22295 

Performance requirements NSF 

Master Quarters 

Novice Quarters 

Main Vestibule 

Bullring 

Infirmary 

Livestock 

Corrales 

Jaulones 

175 

(Restroom) 3 @ 200 

(Restroom) 3 @ 80 

28439 

200 

Total 29 7 34 

98 

4 @ 700 

6 @ 80 

Participants 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

10000 

varies 

varies 

Participants 

1 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 



Horse Stables 8 @ 100 1 person 

Horse Patio 500 varies 

Horse Infirmary 400 varies 

Arrastre 400 varies 

Apartados 6 @ 70 1 person 

Feed Storage 2 @ 400 varies 

Total 6600 
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